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CER

I don’t sit with the
rest of the class,
so I do miss part
of the experience.
On the other
hand, I do get
to perform for
everyone and bring
hype to the rally in a
different way, which
I really appreciate.”

A STANDING

ISSUE
The class officers of 2024 and 2025 faced new experiences and difficulties
at their first rally

“Monta Vista, how do you feel?”
After a year and a half, the words echoed
throughout the football field. Held on Aug. 27,
the Welcome Back Rally was a culmination
of firsts for the school. From the first rally
with COVID-19 protocols to the first class
breakthrough for the seniors, the 30 minute
period also gave both the sophomore and
freshman class their first experiences at a high
school rally.
In an environment where half the students
present hadn’t seen the event before, the Class
Officers experienced challenges directing their
classes, with Leadership Advisor Mike White
believing that the sophomore class had the
hardest time.
“We practiced the ‘How do you feel’ cheer [at
freshman orientation] and we cue [the freshmen
on] what’s coming,” White said. “[For] the
sophomores, we didn’t really cue them on what’s
coming, so they really only had the juniors, and
they didn’t really know what to do.”
2024 Class Officer Ananya Jilla agrees,
recalling their numerous attempts to have
everyone stand.
“[The Class Officers] thought that the only
thing that we had to do was [to] get our class to

JUNE WANG (11)
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EN
DEE

When I see my
friends as the
rally gamers, I love
just yelling out their
names, specifically,
and feeling like we’re
all together there.”

JEREMIAH
MOLI (11)

say the chant, and make sure that nobody was
punching each other,” Jilla said. “Then we saw
[that] all the other classes were standing up, and
then we tried to get everyone to stand up, [but]
everybody just sat back down.”
2025 Class Officer Clara Fan also shared
about what the class officers plan to do
differently at later rallies in the year.
“One thing we could have done better though
was hold the signs more still, because a lot of
[the freshmen] said that they couldn’t read it
because we were moving them,” Fan said. “But
overall I think we did well with our class chant
and cheering on our gamers.”
The class also provided feedback to the class
officers, allowing Jilla to develop more ideas and
strategies to help her class succeed in the future.
“We were thinking of making more signs
because from what we heard, the people in the
back couldn’t hear us at all and they didn’t know
that we were supposed to say the chant until we
were saying it for the last time,” Jilla said.
“Also [we wanted to] spread the chant around
more because a lot of people didn’t even know
what it was. I think if we knew more of what a
rally would [have] looked like, then I feel it would
have gone better for us.”

LET THE GAMES BEGIN Senior Diya Sarin helps set up for the first game
at the Welcome Back Rally. In the game, groups of three people from
each class raced to complete a course involving throwing water balloons,
jumping over one another and using yoga balls. Photo by Sophia Cheng
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CHECK-IN

I definitely knew
more than the
sophomore class
did ... so we tried
our best to tell the
sophomore class
what to do.”

ANANYA
NADATHUR (10)

GAM
ER

I thought being
a rally gamer was
pretty cool because
it’s always dependent
on what the class
does or what the rally
gamers do for what
place your class gets [in
the rallies].”

VYSHNAV
VENKATESH (12)
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[A] STRIKE A POSE The MV Dance Team performs at the Welcome Back Rally.
Dancing to "Energia" by Sofi Tukker, they performed a jazz routine they learned
during their intensive training camp over the summer. Photo by Sophia Cheng

[B]

[B] A JUMP TO VICTORY 2022 rally gamer Auria Polefka leaps over other the other
gamers during the first rally game. The seniors came out victorious at the end,
completing the challenges before the other grades. Photo by Sophia Cheng
[C] WE’LL SHOW YOU The senior class shows its spirit during its class cheer at
the rally. The rally ended with the seniors in first and juniors in second, while the
sophomores and freshmen tied for third. Photo by Sophia Cheng
[D] BOBA TIME Junior Class Officer Darpan Singh hands out boba to juniors
Sydney Su and Anika Lin. The junior class held a boba fundraiser on Aug. 27, selling
boba milk tea and boba passion fruit green tea for five dollars each, raising $110 in
total. Photo by Sophia Cheng
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Link Leaders visit
freshman classes for
the first time

MY FUTURE SELF
Freshmen Emiliano
Rodriguez Montanez and
Aryan Achuthan begin
writing a letter that will
be delivered to them
at the end of the year.
The contents of the
letter include any goals
they want to accomplish
throughout the year and
what they want to tell
their future self. Photo by
Sophia Cheng
ONE TWO THREE Link
Leaders Laura Chang (11)
and Sneha Wadhwa (11)
explain the icebreaker
activity the freshmen will
play. After pairing up,
each person took turns
saying numbers from one
to three while performing
certain actions, such as
clapping and jumping,
with each number. Photo
by Sophia Cheng
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